Mestek Announces New DesignLine High Efficiency Hydronic Heating Products
Westfield, MA - May 22, 2012 - Mestek, Inc. a family of 36 specialty HVAC manufacturers
announced the introduction of their latest high efficiency hydronic heating equipment. The new
high efficiency offerings will be manufactured and distributed under the DesignLine brand of
equipment. Mestek has positioned their new innovative products to support energy saving
GREEN initiatives across the hydronic heating industry. DesignLine's "Green Solutions" are
designed to work in perfect unison with today's high efficiency modulating and condensing boiler
systems maximizing energy efficiency for optimal performance.
Synergy baseboard and ThermaQuiet high efficiency fan coils are specifically designed to work
with low supply water temperatures while providing superior heating outputs allowing full utilization
of today's condensing boilers which provide maximum system efficiencies at reduced water
temperatures.
Synergy baseboard elements provide increased outputs at lower supply temperatures through the
use of hydronic fin-tube for a clean uniform heat at a much lower cost when compared to
expensive alternatives, radiant flooring and panel radiators. Synergy baseboard installs just like
traditional baseboard and provides the most comfortable method of heating on the market today.
ThermaQuiet high efficiency hydronic fan coils bring sleek European styling to new or existing
residential or light commercial applications. ThermaQuiet's unique low temperature coil is
designed to produce the most efficient heat distribution found in today's fan coils. The perfect
alternative to bulky radiators or in-floor radiant, ThermaQuiet provides superior performance with a
sleek style to match any décor. ThermaQuiet uses the latest variable speed motor technologies
with an engineered fan design controlled through a proprietary micro-processor platform allowing
for maximum efficiency settings and LED light indicators provide immediate performance
feedback. ThermaQuiet also incorporates a low-draw electrical configuration consuming a mere
8-34 watts, equivalent to that of a small reading lamp!
Elegance traditional baseboard is built to last and is made of rust proof, corrosion resistant
extruded aluminum. Elegance is the perfect baseboard for heavy traffic and high moisture areas
including kitchens and bathrooms.
DesignLine operates as part of Mestek's newly created Residential Comfort Products Group and
is manufactured in Westfield, MA.
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